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Abstract 
 

 

In this thesis, we describe two design strategies that engineer mechanical stress to 

program static or dynamic conformations of the DNA origami structure. DNA 

origami nanotechnology facilitated the self-assembly of DNA strands into any 

conceivable shape encoded by their rationally designed sequences. Mechanics-based 

design approaches have played an important role in improving the structural 

diversity of the DNA origami structures. Due to low twist controllability and limited 

reconfiguration mode, however, they have still limitations in achievable diversity or 

complexity in structural shapes and their reconfigurations and their applications. To 

this end, first, we developed a design strategy for fine control of twisted DNA 

origami structures by considering not only amount of geometrical perturbations but 

also their arrangements within the structures. With the configurational design of 

geometrical perturbations, we can program various distributions of the mechanical 

stress enabling a fine control over twist rate of DNA origami structures. Second, we 

developed a design strategy that transforms a two-dimensional structure into three-

dimensional supercoiled one on demand. We employed the topological invariant 

property to convert a simple twist deformation into complex bending one leading to 

supercoiling of the DNA origami structure. We expect that our mechanical stress 

programming strategies can be utilized to design DNA origami structures with 

desired shapes or reconfiguration motions and enhance the performance of 

functional structures.  
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

 

1.1. Research background 

 

1.1.1. DNA origami nanotechnology 

Well known as a carrier of genetic information, Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is a 

biological macromolecule ubiquitous in all living organisms. One of the most 

prominent features of DNA is the Watson-Crick base-paring interaction between two 

complementary bases (A with T and C with G) leading to formation of double 

helices1. It makes it possible for various interactions with high specificity to be 

designed with only permutation of nucleobase sequences of DNA strands. The 

programmability and the specificity of the interactions make DNA a powerful 

engineering material laying the foundation of DNA nanotechnology.   

In 1982, the potential of DNA as the engineering nanomaterial was 

demonstrated by the Seeman’s seminal work. He showed that a rationally designed 

sequences of DNA strands can program shape and interactions of a nanoscale 

building block producing the 3D DNA crystal2. Inspired by his pioneering work, a 

number of researchers have developed various strategies for designing DNA 

nanostructures with designed shapes. 

The most successful approach is the DNA origami method suggested by 

Rothemund in 20063. The DNA origami folds a long, circular single-stranded DNA 

(ssDNA), called scaffold strand, into arbitrary custom two-dimensional geometries 

with hundreds of short ssDNA, called staple strand, through the self-assembly of 
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strands (Fig. 1-1). To hold the scaffold strand in place along the target shape, staple 

strands bind to the pre-defined positions directed by their sequences forming double 

helices. The adjacent, parallel helices were periodically connected by an inter-helix 

junction, called crossover. Its position was carefully determined by considering the 

helicity (10.5 base-pair per turn) of a canonical B-DNA to avoid unwanted shape 

distortions. In addition to the high shape programmability, the DNA origami provides 

high folding yield since a long scaffold strand was employed to organize multiple 

staple strands without the problem of stoichiometry of staple strands4. Later, this 

methods was extended to custom three-dimensional geometries by approximating 

them as parallel and straight double helices constrained on a honeycomb5 or a square 

lattice6, the lattice-based DNA origami, significantly improving its design capability. 

Coupled with the ability to attach other functional components including 

proteins, nanoparticles, fluorophores, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and etc., the static 

DNA origami structure can serve as nanoscale templates to organize them with high 

spatial addressability. It has been widely utilized for developing biophysical 

experiment tools with high controllability7-8, and electronic9-10 or nanophotonic DNA 

devices11-12 with programmable properties. With integration of stimuli-responsive 

elements, furthermore, DNA origami structures can be utilized as a dynamic system 

that can reconfigure its conformational shape enabling development of biological 

sensors or functional nanorobots. For example, a smart drug delivery system showed 

its great promise13. Recognizing target molecules on the cell membrane, it changes 

its structure to release payload.   
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Figure 1-1. A schematic illustration of design process of DNA origami 

nanostructures. 
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1.1.2. Self-assembly of DNA origami structure 

Synthesis of DNA origami structures is achieved through self-assembly of a scaffold 

strand and up to 200 staple strands whose length ranges from 20 to 50 nucleotides 

(NTs). Size of DNA origami structures depends on length of the scaffold strand used. 

Typically, the ssDNA with length of 7249 NTs, M13mp18, derived from E. coli, is 

most widely used3. To make larger structures, variants of M13mp18 with length of 

up to 8634 are used5. Also, the limit of size can be overcome via hierarchical 

assembly of DNA origami monomers using sticky ends14, blunt ends15, and shape 

complementarity16-17. Sequence of staple strands is determined to have 

complementary one at their binding position.  

 To ensure the self-assembly of strands occur, generally, excessive amount 

of staple strands is mixed with the scaffold strand (e.g., 5 to 10 times higher 

concentration than that of the scaffold strand). Also, the solution for self-assembly 

includes the pH buffer like Tris-Acetate-EDTA (TAE) or Tris-Borate-EDTA (TBE) 

and salt such as sodium or magnesium to mitigate electrostatic repulsion between 

DNA helices whose phosphate backbone atoms have negative charges. For 

successful folding, salt concentration should be carefully selected. If salt 

concentration is low, structures would not be successfully folded since large 

repulsion forces hamper closed packing of negatively charged helices. If salt 

concentration is large, otherwise, then structure would be aggregated. Therefore, 

determination of optimal salt concentration, which is also structure-dependent, is 

necessarily required for self-assembly with high yield.  

 Self-assembly for DNA origami structures is conducted through the thermal 

annealing process. First, the temperature of the reaction solution is increased up to 
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85 to 90 ºC in order to break undesired hybridization between strands. Then, the 

solution slowly cools down to 25 ºC for a long time, up to a few days. However, 

researchers found that folding of DNA strands can be achieved at isothermal 

condition even within an hour18, enabling rapid synthesis of DNA origamis structures. 

 Folding quality of folded structure need to be checked via agarose gel 

electrophoresis. If successful, a distinct monomer band should be observed. Varying 

salt condition and annealing process, optimal conditions for those should be 

determined to ensure well-formed structures with high yield. Detailed protocols for 

initial folding screen are provided in the literature19. Then, structural shape can be 

characterized using atomic force microscope (AFM), transmission electron 

microscope (TEM) or cryo-TEM. 
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1.1.3. Structural motifs 

Structural shape and mechanical properties of the DNA origami structure depend on 

those of their constituents, including dsDNA, crossover, nick, gap, and ssDNA 

entropic spring. Therefore, it is important to understand their structural and 

mechanical properties for achieving DNA origami structures with desired properties. 

Most of the structure consists of dsDNA. It has a form of double helix with 

axial rise of 0.34 nm and helicity of 10.5 BP/turn. Therefore, both length and twist 

angle along the helical axis are changes when the number of BP is changed. Also, its 

mechanical properties including stretch, bending, twist and coupling between them 

were well characterized by various single molecule experiments20-22.  

Adjacent dsDNAs are connected by an inter-helix junction, called crossover. 

To avoid unwanted deformation of DNA origami structures, the position of 

crossovers should be carefully determined by minimizing geometrical mismatches 

for both stretch and twist between adjacent helices since dsDNA is a helical structure. 

Double crossover exists in the form of the Holliday junction (HJ) in the DNA origami 

structure. When only the HJ exists in solution without constraints, it is known to 

form a stacked right-handed conformation with a ~60º inter-helical angle due to 

electrostatic repulsion between dsDNAs23-25. According to results from molecular 

dynamics simulation for DNA origami structures26-27, however, it showed parallel or 

even slightly left-handed twisted conformations implying that structural deformation 

of HJs might occur due to its high flexibility28-30.  

Since multiple staples strands are used, there are breaks in phosphate 

backbone where the 5’ end and the 3’ end of different staple strands meet, called 

nicks. The nick is known to reduce torsional rigidity through the relaxation of 
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backbone31. Since effect of the nick is sequence-dependent, rational design of 

location of nicks can be utilized to finely control twisted shape of DNA origami 

structures31.  

By replacing staple strands at nicks with shorter staple strands, short (3 to 

5 NTs) unpaired ssDNA, called gap, can be obtained. Since ssDNA is much flexible 

compared to dsDNA, it can be used to reduce stiffness of DNA origami structures 

without change in structural shape by rationally designing its distributioin32. When 

the length of ssDNA is long, on the other hand, it can act as an entropic spring that 

generates forces to deform DNA origami structures by tension33-35. 

Depending on how these structures motifs are arranged, various structural 

shapes and mechanical properties can be designed, which can be achieved by simply 

designing sequences of staple strands.  
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1.1.4. Computational design and analysis tools 

To aid in the design process of the DNA origami structure, several computational 

tools were developed. They significantly lowered an entry barrier to the DNA 

origami nanotechnology making it the most widely used approach in the fabrication 

of DNA nanostructures.  

In sequence design of the lattice-based DNA origami structures, for 

example, a CAD software specialized for DNA origami structure, caDNAno, aided 

in the design of sequences and shapes by providing an interactive interface for design. 

Since it assumes that all helices are parallel existing on the honeycomb or the square 

lattice, however, it was difficult to design structures like wireframe shapes. Recently, 

this problem was recently resolved by advanced computational algorithms36-39. For 

example, the DEADALUS (DNA origami Sequence Design Algorithm for User-

defined Structures) can determine automatically a routing of the scaffold strand and 

provide corresponding sequences of staple strands37 when a target wireframe 

structure is given as the CAD file like PLY (Polygon File Format).  

In addition to experimental characterization such AFM, TEM and cryo-EM, 

the designed structures can be characterized through computational methods. There 

were many attempts to accurately predict shape of the designed structures using 

coarse-grained model40 or MD simulation26. Since size of structures is too large to 

be analyzed using them, however, a more efficient analysis tool was required to 

provide feedback to design. Therefore, the computational framework (CanDo) was 

developed to rapidly predict the three-dimensional shape and flexibility of the 

designed DNA origami structures41-43 using the finite element analysis (FEA). It is a 

continuum model at base-pair level abstracting dsDNA into a structural beam with 
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the structural and mechanical properties of dsDNA and considering inter-

connections between adjacent helices as structural constraints41-42. Since structural 

and mechanical information is compressed at base-pair level, however, more detailed 

dynamic properties and atomic-level information should be obtained through 

oxDNA or MD simulation. 
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1.2. Design strategy for DNA Origami structure 

 

1.2.1. Lattice-based design 

When proposed by P. Rothemund in 20063, the DNA origami method determines 

location of crossovers assuming that helices exist in a plane. Due to the limited 

design rule for crossover, this method cannot be easily extended into three 

dimensional structures. In 2009, S. Douglas provided a straightforward design rule 

to construct three dimensional DNA origami structures5 by constraining position of 

helices onto a honeycomb lattice. Considering the helicity of B-DNA (10.5BP per 

turn), crossovers exist every 7 BPs and their directions rotates 240 º every 7 BP along 

the axial axis, resulting in arrangement of helices on the honeycomb lattice. 

Therefore, a certain double helix can be connected to up to three adjacent double 

helices in parallel without geometrical mismatches. This design principle makes it 

easy to construct straight DNA bundles with various cross-sectional shapes. Later, 

structures were also designed on a square lattice or hybrid lattices by using finely 

controlled crossover spacing rules6, 44. Although crossovers are regularly arranged, 

crossover spacing rules for them, which are inconsistent with the helicity of B-DNA, 

make structural deformation. In case of the square-lattice, for example, crossovers 

exist every 8 BP and a certain helice can be connected up to 4 helices, and structures 

on the square lattice experience left-handed twist of the global structure.  
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1.2.2. Flexible hinge-assisted design 

To achieve the static structure with desired shapes and the dynamic structure with 

coordinated motions for DNA origami structure, a variety of design strategies have 

been utilized. The typically employed method is using ssDNA. Through a utilization 

of ssDNA to form multiway junctions, more complex structural shapes like 

wireframe structures can be constructed by the DNA origami method36-39, 45-46. Due 

to the high flexibility of ssDNA, it can serve as multiway junctions connecting edges 

(single or multiple dsDNA) with the desired angle. Although the presence of multiple 

multiway junctions made it difficult to manually determine the scaffold routing, 

recently, the several algorithmic design approach resolved the problem36-39, 46. In 

addition to expanding structural diversity of the static DNA origami structure, 

ssDNA can also serve as a flexible hinge to be easily deformed in the dynamic DNA 

origami structure, enabling implement of reconfigurations with complex, 

coordinated motion47-48. Giving degree-of-freedoms for relative motions between 

different stiff dsDNA bodies, the ssDNA hinge also constrains trajectories of the 

dsDNA bodies. Combining multiple ssDNA hinges and appropriate triggers, 

therefore, various coordinated on/off switching motions of DNA origami structures 

were demonstrated47-48.  

Although the ssDNA provided high potentials in both the static and the 

dynamic DNA origami structures, however, the flexibility of ssDNA makes its utility 

limited. The structures with ssDNA multiway junctions or hinges are subject to large 

conformational fluctuations reducing the advantages as the structural templates to 

accurately control materials. Also, an intermediate conformation between the open 

and the close ones cannot be well controlled.  
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1.2.3. Mechanical stress-assisted design 

Alternatively, mechanical stress as an active source to deform dsDNA bodies can be 

employed to achieve both the static shape with and the reconfiguration into the 

desired conformations without loss of structural stiffness.  

Interestingly, ssDNA as an entropic spring was the first approach to 

generate mechanical force to apply tensional forces at predefined positions. Its use 

was demonstrated through construction of the DNA tensegrity33 and the bent multi-

helix bundles with the desired angle34-35. The entropic force of ssDNA is controlled 

by its number of the nucleotides and its end-to-end length. Since they are determined 

during the sequence design phase, however, it is difficult to apply it in reconfiguring 

structures.  

Later, a concept of ‘geometrical perturbation’ was suggested to generate 

internal mechanical stress leading to conformational changes of the DNA origami 

structure. As well as in the sequence design process, this principle can be 

implemented even after self-assembly of strands enabling reconfiguration of the 

dynamic DNA origami structure. The geometrical perturbation occurs when the 

constraints rendered by crossover are not satisfied. To avoid unexpected shape 

distortions, in fact, the positions of the crossovers connecting the helices in the DNA 

origami structures should be carefully determined with consideration on the 

geometry of B-DNA (axial rise of 0.34 nm per base-pair, and helicity of 10.5 base-

pair per turn) and relative positions between two adjacent helices. The position of 

the crossovers renders constraints on the distance and the twist angle along a certain 

helix between neighboring crossovers. If these constraints are not satisfied, 

deformation of helices would be required to form crossovers resulting in internal 
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mechanical stress within the structure.  

Strategies to generate geometrical perturbations in the structure can be 

divided into two main categories. For the design of the static structure with the 

desired shape, first, the mechanical stress can be encoded in the sequence design 

phase that determines connectivity of staple strands and their sequences27, 49-50. 

During the sequence design, base-pair (BP) insertions or deletions can be introduced 

into the straight reference structure. Then, they cause geometrical perturbations 

making the straight structure bent and twisted to minimize the geometrical 

perturbations at crossover positions. The number of BP insertions and deletions can 

control amount of curvatures and twist rates of the DNA origami structure.  

On the other hand, the mechanical stress for the reconfigurable structure 

can be encoded through additional reactions that change the geometry of B-DNA, 

leading to geometrical perturbations, after the self-assembly. For example, UV light 

can be used to reduce twist angle between two neighboring BPs due to photo- 

lesions51. However, this reaction makes irreversible structural deformation so that a 

reversible reconfiguration cannot be achieved. Alternatively, use of DNA binding 

molecules like Ethidium Bromide (EtBr) can be employed to generate geometrical 

perturbations on-demand after the self-assembly of strands. EtBr binding to DNA is 

known to reduce twist angles as well as increase distances between neighboring 

BPs52 and its binding is reversible. Bound to DNA origami structures, EtBr would 

generate torsional stress within the structures since torsional degree-of-freedoms of 

each helix are constrained by crossover. This torsional stress would make structures 

twisted along their axial axis since EtBr would uniformly bind to them. By varying 

concentration of EtBr, therefore, reversible twist control of multi-helix bundles can 
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be achieved 53-54. 
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1.3. Research motivation 

 

Although the mechanical stress encoding strategy has useful advantages, however, 

the conventional approaches for it have some limitations in their use.  

In the design of the static structure, first, with only change of the number 

of BP insertions and deletions, it is difficult to achieve fine control over the twist rate. 

While the use of BP insertions or deletion is quite simple and effective in designing 

diverse structural shapes, it has an intrinsic limitation in that only natural numbers 

of BP insertion and deletion can be used resulting in discrete values of twist rate 

achievable, leading to low controllability over the twist rate. Contrast to curvature 

control49, especially, a design method for precise twist control has rarely been found 

hampering a development of automatic shape design approach for achieving three 

dimensional curves with both target curvature and twist rate. The low controllability 

over the twist rate in DNA origami structures limited theirs use in various application. 

For example, Twisted ones have demonstrated their abilities to tune the release 

kinetics of intercalating drugs55 and modulate the macroscopic structure and elastic 

properties of chiral colloidal liquid crystals56. In addition, twist control was found to 

be important in building a polymeric superstructure into a target shape17, 49, 57. Fine 

control over these structural features is, therefore, expected to significantly enhance 

the performance of functional DNA origami structures. 

In the reconfigurable structure with EtBr binding, second, only twisting 

reconfiguration is available since EtBr binding occurs uniformly over the structure. 

Since EtBr binding sites cannot be directed, it is difficult for the structure to be bent 

with desired curvatures. Therefore, various three-dimensional shapes cannot be 
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accessed in the dynamic reconfiguration limiting its use in functional nanomachines.  
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1.4. Thesis overview 

 

In this thesis, I present efforts to improve controllability of twist rate and advance 

reconfiguration mechanisms through programming mechanical stress (Fig. 1-2). To 

achieve our goals, we developed two mechanical stress programming strategies 

using a combination of experiments and computational simulations. 

 

In chapter 2, computational and experimental methods used in the thesis 

will be described. It will cover modeling and analysis of DNA origami structures in 

FE and MD simulations, and how to fabricate DNA origami structures through self-

assembly and their characterization methods. 

 

In chapter 3, a mechanical stress engineering method, called the 

configurational design, is presented to finely control a twist rate of the DNA origami 

structure. It employed the fact that the distance between neighboring crossovers 

along a certain helix can vary, which is an intrinsic feature of the lattice-based DNA 

origami structure. Thus, different strain energy can be programmed depending on the 

position where inserted or deletion BPs are placed. With no change in the number of 

inserted or deleted BPs, therefore, designing spatial configuration of them can 

control mechanical strain energies induced enabling fine control on twist rate. To 

measure twist angles of structures, we took AFM images and analyzed conformation 

distribution of monomers and inferred twisted angles using a relationship between 

twist angle and ratio of trans-conformation. Also, FE analysis was employed to 

reveal a principal design variable in the configurational design as well as to predict 
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twist angles measured in experiments with high accuracy and to explore numerous 

design candidates. Combined with a stress relaxing motif, furthermore, the amount 

of the induced strain energy can be further controlled broadening available design 

space. 

 

In chapter 4, a mechanical stress engineering method, called the 

homeomorphic transformation, is demonstrated to reconfigure a closed, circular 

structure into a supercoiled one with threshold response. It employed that a 

topological property, the linking number, should be conserved in topologically 

constrained structures although any deformation occurred. Since the linking number 

is the sum of the twist and the writhe, any change in either one of them is necessarily 

accompanied by change in the other. Thus, the local twist induced by EtBr, DNA 

binding molecules, can be transformed into the global bending deformation 

reconfiguring a two-dimensional structure into a new class of three-dimensional 

structural shapes, the supercoiled DNA origami structure. Also, this reconfiguration 

showed a threshold response, i.e., there was no conformational changes until a 

critical value of concentration was reached. Through FE analysis on a toy model for 

the circular DNA origami structure, I found that the conformational change with 

threshold comes from torsional instability, called Michell’s instability. Also, we 

controlled the reconfigured shapes using control of mechanical properties of the 

structure through introduction of a locally flexible, structural motif.  
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Figure 1-2. Comparison of two strategies for mechanical stress engineering for 

the DNA origami nanostructure. 
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Chapter 2. Methodology 

 

2.1. Computational modeling and analysis 

 

2.1.1. FE simulation for DNA origami structures  

CanDo constructs FE modeling using information on coordinates of BPs, 

connectivity between BPs and mechanical perturbation introduced by inserted or 

deleted BPs within structures, which are obtained from parsing caDNAno design 

files.41 

A BP was abstracted into a node and two consecutive BPs, corresponding 

to DNA duplex, were connected by a straight Euler-Bernoulli beam element. In FE 

model, the DNA duplex was assumed to have the regular B-DNA geometry 

(diameter of 2.25 nm, axial rise of 0.34 nm and helicity of 10.5 BP/turn) with stretch 

modulus (S) of 1100 pN, bending rigidity (B) of 230 pN nm2, and torsional rigidity 

(C) of 460 pN nm2. Note that we did not consider any sequence-dependent properties 

and assumed a nicked DNA duplex to be same with a normal DNA duplex in terms 

of its geometry and properties. Crossovers are modelled by a beam element that 

connects two nodes that belong to two adjacent helices, respectively. To consider 

effect of flexibility of crossover, their mechanical stiffness were defined by 

multiplying a scale factor (SF) to those of DNA duplex instead of using rigid beams.  

When geometrical perturbations due to inserted or deleted BPs, change in 

geometry of dsDNA or design on the square-lattice exist, structures are not straight. 

To predict the three dimensional equilibrium shapes considering these geometrical 
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perturbations, the same procedure described in the literature42 was used. First, 

undeformed helices are placed on the lattice without crossovers. Then, they are 

deformed to connect neighboring helices by crossovers without axial and torsional 

mismatches and then crossovers are added to couple neighboring helices at crossover 

locations. After fixing six DOFs at a node and relaxing forces required for deforming 

helices to remove geometrical mismatches, the final equilibrium shape is computed 

through a geometrically non-linear FE analysis using the commercial finite element 

software ADINA. 
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2.1.2. MD simulation for DNA origami structures 

Employing caDNAno, we constructed the initial atomic coordinates of DNA 

origami structures. They were solvated in a cubic TIP3P35 water box and 

electrically neutralized with 20 mM MgCl2. MD simulations were conducted 

using NAMD36 with the CHARMM36 force field.37 Short-range non-bonded 

potentials including the van der Waals and electrostatic potentials were 

calculated with a 18 Å  cut-off while long range electrostatic interactions were 

calculated by the Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) method38 with the grid size of 

1 Å . In each system, the potential energy was minimized using the conjugate 

gradient method. Equilibrium trajectories were simulated under the isobaric-

isothermal (NPT) ensemble at 300 K using a Langevin thermostat36 and 1 bar 

with Nosé–Hoover Langevin piston.39 From the MD trajectories, BP step 

parameters were calculated following the definition in 3DNA30 that describes 

the stacking geometry of one BP relative to its neighboring BP. 
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2.2. Fabrication and characterization 

 

2.2.1. Self-assembly of DNA origami structures.  

Using an open source program for design of the lattice-based DNA origami structure, 

caDNAno, DNA origami structures were designed on the honeycomb lattice with a 

M13mp18 scaffold strand (7249-NT-long). Sequences of staple strands for structures 

were obtained from caDNAno and they were synthesized from Bioneer corporation 

(www.bioneer.co.kr).  

 A default folding mixture consists of 10 (or 20) nM concentration of 

scaffold DNA (New England Biolabs or GUILD), 100 nM of each staple strands 

(Bioneer), 1×TAE buffer (40 mM Tris-acetate and 1 mM EDTA) and 20 mM of 

MgCl2 (Sigma-Aldrich). When a higher concentration is required, more scaffold 

strand is used for self-assembly.  

The annealing process for self-assembly of DNA strands was performed on 

a temperature gradient from 80℃ to 65℃ by -0.25℃/min and 65℃ to 45℃ by -

1℃/hr in a thermocycler (T100, Bio-Rad). Folded structures were stored at -4℃ in 

a refrigerator.  

A concentration of folded structures was measured using a UV 

spectrophotometer, Nanodrop One (Thermo Fisher Scientific). If required, excessive 

staple strands were removed through five buffer exchange procedures19 at 5 krcf 

during 8 min and concentration of structures were adjusted using the same buffer 

used in folding (1xTAE and 20 mM of MgCl2). 
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2.2.2. Agarose gel electrophoresis.  

Annealed samples of DNA origami structures were electrophoresed using 1.5% 

agarose gel containing 0.5xTBE (45 mM Tris-borate and 1 mM EDTA, Sigma-

Aldrich), 12 mM of MgCl2, and in 0.5 μl/ml of ethidium bromide (EtBr, Noble 

Bioscience Inc.). For each sample line, a sample of 15 μl was added, which consists 

of 3 μl of 6X-DNA gel loading dye (Thermo Fisher) and 12 μl of DNA structures. 

Electrophoresis was performed for 1.5 hours at 75 V bias voltage (~ 3.7 V/cm) in an 

ice-water cooled chamber (i-Myrun, Cosmo Bio CO. LTD.). Gel imaging was 

performed using GelDoc XR+ device and Image Lab v5.1 program (Bio-Rad).  

 .  
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2.2.3. AFM imaging 

Annealed sample was diluted by folding solution (1×TAE and 20 mM MgCl2) prior 

to deposition in order to control the number of monomers on the substrate. Generally, 

0.5 to 1 μM of annealed structures is appropriate for image analysis. 20 μl of diluted 

sample was then deposited and incubated on a freshly cleaved mica substrate 

(highest grade V1 AFM Mica, Ted-Pella Inc.) for 5 minutes. We washed the substrate 

with DI water and gently dried it using N2 gun (< 0.1 kgf/cm2). If the number of 

monomer in images is small, a longer deposition and a higher concentration of 

sample can be used. 

AFM images were taken by NX10 (Park Systems) using non-contact mode 

in SmartScan software. A PPP-NCHR probe with spring constant of 42 N/m was 

used in the measurements (Nanosensors). Images were flattened with linear and 

quadratic order using XEI 4.1.0 program (Park Systems). Single particle images of 

DNA origami structures were extracted from AFM images using the MATLAB script 

provided in the literature16 and classification of single particles was manually done.  
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2.2.4. TEM imaging  

After removing excessive staples annealed samples by the buffer exchange19, the 

sample was diluted to 1 μM monomer solution. Formvar/Carbon TEM grid (400 

mesh copper, Ted-Pella Inc.) were plasma treated for 20 sec with 15 mA glow 

discharge. A 3 μL of diluted samples were applied on the TEM grid and incubated 

for 3 min. The remaining solution was washed by DI water and then absorbed by a 

filter paper. Next, 20 μL of a 2% uranyl-formate solution was applied. Samples were 

incubated for 40 sec for negative staining of the DNA origami structures and then 

staining solutions were removed by a filter paper. After dried for 10min, samples 

were scanned on Talos L120C (Thermo Fisher) operated at 120 kV. 
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Chapter 3. Mechanical stress engineering for fine 

shape control 

 

3.1. Limitation in the design of twisted structures 

 

Most non-straight DNA origami structures have been designed by applying the 

concept of BP insertion and deletion to the straight, reference structure49. They 

basically serve as mechanical perturbation to the reference structure making it bent 

and twisted to minimize the geometric misalignment of BPs at crossover positions. 

The curvature and twist rate can be easily modulated by just varying the number of 

these BPs introduced. While this design approach is quite simple and effective, it has 

an intrinsic limitation in that only natural numbers of BP insertion and deletion can 

be used resulting in discrete values of curvature and twist rate achievable. Alternative 

methods were proposed for curved structures such as compliant34 and modular35 

design approaches, but a design method for precise twist control has rarely been 

found. While it is possible to tune the twist rate of entire structure homogeneously 

by changing the DNA helicity through, for example, binding DNA intercalators53 

and UV lights51, these methods cannot be used to control the twist rate locally and 

hence to realize its spatial variation. 

Here, we present a design strategy for twisted DNA origami structures 

considering not only the number of BP insertion and deletion but also their 

arrangement within the structure. It utilizes the fact that the strain energy induced by 

inserted/deleted BPs differs depending on their location even if the same number of 
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BPs is used. We can program various spatial distributions of this strain energy by 

the configurational design of insertions and deletions enabling a fine control over the 

twist rate of DNA origami structures. To demonstrate, we consider a 6HB reference 

structure on the honeycomb lattice and its torsional variants systematically designed 

by the proposed method. In this case, we could achieve the twist rate of a 21-BP-

long unit block ranging from 15.0º to 25.7º with the mean increment of 1.8º by 

manipulating the arrangement of six inserted BPs within the unit block where each 

helix has a single insertion only. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations revealed 

that the induced strain energies were mainly relaxed by the deformation of Holliday 

junctions (HJs) rather than that of BP itself and the deformed conformations of HJ 

are dependent on the configuration of mechanical perturbations. Even broader twist 

control with fine tunability was also shown to be possible by introducing gaps, short 

unpaired NTs, at nick positions that relax the strain energy induced by mechanical 

perturbation via insertions and deletions. Our design approach is expected to 

significantly expand the feasible design space of twisted DNA origami structures 

enabling us to harness the superior physical properties of twisted architectures 

observed in many natural and synthetic materials21, 58-62. 
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3.2. Configurational design approach 

 

In lattice-based DNA origami structures, the crossover spacing varies along a helix 

in general. For example, for a straight structure designed on a honeycomb lattice 

where each helix has three adjacent helices to be connected, crossovers exist every 

7 BPs in inner helices when all possible crossovers form excluding relatively sparse 

scaffold crossovers. However, the outermost helices have the crossover spacing 

alternating 7 BPs and 14 BPs because only two neighboring helices are available for 

them. Particularly for 6HB structures with a closed cross-section, the crossover 

spacing of every helix alternates in the same way (Fig. 3-1A). This variable crossover 

spacing makes, in fact, the location of inserted/deleted BPs important in structural 

design. Given the geometric mismatch determined by the number of inserted/deleted 

BPs, the strain energy induced by them is dependent on the stiffness of a helix 

segment where they locate, which is inversely proportional to its reference length or 

the crossover spacing (Fig. 3-1B). As a result, the strain energy due to insertions or 

deletions in a helix segment of 7-BP crossover spacing is approximately two times 

higher than that when introduced to a 14-BP region. Thus, we can achieve various 

spatial distributions of the strain energy along the helix and across the cross-section 

by programming the location of inserted/deleted BPs. This offers a versatile way of 

building twisted DNA origami structures with a broad range of twist rates as the 

configurational design space expands with the number of helices and 

inserted/deleted BPs even with these two positional options for each insertion or 

deletion. 

We tested this design principle computationally using the finite element (FE) 
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model for DNA origami, CanDo41-43, which can predict its equilibrium shape. Two 

twisted 6HB structures were designed by incorporating insertions into the reference 

structure consisting of seven 21-BP-long unit blocks (Fig. 3-1C). Only one insertion 

was allowed on either 7-BP or 14-BP helix segment in each helix of a unit block (six 

insertions in total per unit block). We devised two representative configurations of 

inserted BPs: the minimum-strain-energy configuration where all insertions were 

located in the 14-BP helix segments and the maximum-strain-energy configuration 

where they populate the 7-BP helix segments only.  

Twist angles predicted by CanDo analysis for each configuration were 84.0º 

and 165.6º (Appendix. A1), respectively, demonstrating the potential of the proposed 

design approach. Since the variable crossover distance is an inherent structural 

feature of DNA origami structure, our method can be easily applied to modulate the 

twist angle of any other structure with an arbitrary cross-sectional shape designed on 

any lattice type. To illustrate, we additionally designed seven reference structures 

(four on a honeycomb lattice and three on a square lattice) with two representative 

insertion configurations for each structure (Fig. 3-1D). The strain-energy-based 

configurational design approach worked pretty well as confirmed by CanDo analysis 

even though each helix of a structure had a different crossover spacing depending on 

the lattice type, the location of a helix on the lattice, and the connectivity among 

neighboring helices. 
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Figure 3-1. Concept of the configurational design of mechanical perturbation. 

(A) Variable crossover spacing of 6HB on the honeycomb lattice. DNA helices are 

represented using cylinders and crossovers are denoted using blue cylinders or lines. 

(B) Insertion-induced strain energy. For the same displacements required for 

alignment of BPs at crossovers, different strain energies are induced depending on 

the crossover spacing of a helix segment where BPs are inserted. ∆L0 and ∆θ0 

represent axial and torsional displacements necessary for alignment, respectively. 

Green and red colors indicate that insertions are located in a helix segment of 14- 

and 7-BP-long crossover spacing, respectively. (C) Examples of insertion 

configuration. No inserted BPs exist in the reference configuration. All the insertions 

are located in 14-BP-long helix segments for the minimum-strain-energy 
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configuration while in 7-BP-long ones for the maximum-strain-energy configuration. 

(D) Applications of the configurational design approach to various cross-sectional 

shapes. Middle and bottom rows represent the minimum- and maximum-strain-

energy configurations, respectively. Inset figures show the insertion configurations 

where green and red circles denote the helices with low- and high-strain-energy 

insertions, respectively. Twisted shapes were predicted by CanDo. 
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3.3. Twist angle variation 

 

To investigate this idea for twist control systematically and quantitatively, we 

designed a straight, reference DNA origami structure divided into two parts: variable 

body (VB) and fixed body (FB) (Fig. 3-2A). Twenty unit blocks consisting of six 

21-BP-long helices comprise VB whose twist rate can be controlled by insertions or 

deletions to build a right-handed or left-handed twisted structure, respectively. At 

the ends of VB, two straight FB parts are attached. Each part has the flag region 

consisting of ten 63-BP-long helices pleated into a single layer in addition to the 

6HB core. The flags of FB are deliberately added to the structure in order to 

distinguish two conformational states of the twisted structure when deposited on a 

mica surface by atomic force microscopy (AFM) imaging53. Two long single strand 

DNA (ssDNA) loops exist at the interfaces between VB and FB to feed additional 

bases or accommodate remaining ones required for any change in VB keeping the 

sequences of DNA strands in FB unchanged. 

Torsional variants of the reference structure were designed and constructed 

by systematically varying the number of twisted unit blocks in VB and their twist 

rate (Fig. 3-2A and 3-3 and Table 3-1 to 3-2) determining the total twist angle of 

these structures. We allowed only a single BP insertion or deletion to each helix per 

unit block, referred to as the insertion or deletion block, respectively. Two 

representative configurations of inserted or deleted BPs were devised by putting all 

of them to the 14-BP helix segments or to the 7-BP helix segments. These two 

configurations are denoted by H0 and H6, respectively, where H indicates the helix 

segment of high-strain-energy (or 7-BP crossover spacing) and the number next to it 
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represents the total number of insertions or deletions located in this segment. Hence, 

unit blocks in H0 configuration have insertions or deletions only in the 14-BP helix 

segments leading to the smallest twist rate while those in H6 configuration exhibit 

the largest one. 

These structures can have two distinct conformations when deposited on a 

mica surface that can be easily identified by relative position of two flags of 

successfully folded monomers in AFM images. Two flags can appear on the same or 

opposite side of the structure referred to here as cis- or trans-conformation53, 

respectively (Fig. 3-2B). Both conformations would be observed for any designed 

structure due to probabilistic nature of deposition, but their ratio would differ 

depending on the twist angle of the structure. Cis-conformation would dominate if 

the twist angle is closer to 0º while the structure in trans-conformation would be 

more populated if it is designed to be twisted by near 180º. 

We measured the trans-conformation ratio (TR) of successfully folded 

monomers from AFM images to estimate the twist angle (Fig. 3-4 to 3-12 and Table 

3-3). Note that TR for the straight structure is non-zero as trans-conformation is also 

possible for it mainly due to thermal fluctuation of its twist angle in solution53. TR 

increased naturally with the number of insertion or deletion blocks in both H0 and 

H6 configurations until it reached the peak corresponding to the twist angle of 180º 

(Fig. 3-2C). Then, it began to decrease as the twist angle became larger than 180º. 

We could observe a significantly higher rate of change in TR when H6 configuration 

was used for unit blocks, confirming the effect of configurational design of 

inserted/deleted BPs on the twist rate of a unit block. Slightly lower TR values were 

obtained when deletion blocks were used probably because the structure with 
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deletion blocks would be shorter than that with insertion blocks making it stiffer in 

torsion. Measured TR values nicely showed sinusoidal profiles with respect to the 

number of blocks, except for unexpectedly low TR observed when 14 insertion 

blocks in H0 configuration were used due to unidentified reasons. We quantified the 

mean twist rate of insertions block in both configurations from the measured TR 

curves. Here, we assumed that the twist angle of the structure increases linearly with 

the number of insertion blocks, the minimum and maximum TR values correspond 

to the twist angles of 0º and 180º, respectively, and TR curves are symmetric about 

their peak. Since the peak TR points appeared at 12 insertion blocks for H0 

configuration and 7 blocks for H6, the mean twist rates of 15.0º and 25.7º were 

estimated for H0 and H6 configurations, respectively, revealing the power of 

configurational design. 

We calculated the twist angles of folded structures using CanDo and 

converted them into TR values using a simple geometrical model53 (Appendix A2). 

However, CanDo underestimated the twist angle compared to experiments. We 

conjectured that this discrepancy would come from a simplified mechanical model 

for crossovers assumed as rigid beams in CanDo41-42 while Holliday junctions (HJs), 

the antiparallel double crossovers, have been known to be flexible63. Sensitivity 

analysis30 for the crossover properties on the twist rate revealed that their effect 

becomes non-negligible if HJs are as flexible as the DNA duplex and, in particular, 

their bending stiffness has the highest influence on the twist rate of the structure (Fig. 

3-13). Hence, we developed a flexible crossover model whose bending stiffness was 

chosen such that the predicted twist angle of the structure with 12 insertion blocks 

in H0 configuration became 180º as expected from the experiments (Table 3-4).  
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We also confirmed that the twist rates of sixty-helix bundles predicted by 

the flexible crossover model were well matched with the experimental ones reported 

previously (Fig. 3-14)49. Then, we calculated the twist angles of all the other 

structures using CanDo with the flexible crossover model. Converted TR values 

agreed pretty well with the experimental ones for structures design with both H0 and 

H6 unit blocks. 

200-ns-long MD simulations for much shorter 6HB structures consisting of 

three unit blocks (Fig. 3-15A) also confirmed the difference between H0 and H6 

configurations (Fig. 3-15B and 3-16). Twist angles corresponding to two unit blocks 

were measured from the MD snapshots of last 80 ns to reduce the effect of 

unconstrained flanking helices, resulting in mean twist angles of 36.0º and 59.3º for 

H0 and H6 configurations, respectively. While MD simulations slightly 

overestimated the twist angles compared to the experimental values (30.0º and 51.4º), 

they clearly showed the substantial effect of configurational design. More 

quantitative analysis of HJ conformations revealed the structural difference of two 

insertion configurations at the molecular level (Fig. 3-15C). Here, we employed the 

conformational parameters for HJs used in the analysis of the pointer-like DNA 

origami structure63 using MD trajectories every 4 ps during the last 80 ns for two 

unit blocks to reduce the effects of unconstrained helices at both ends. While both 

twisted structures commonly showed left-handed HJ on average as indicated in their 

leg-to-leg inclination distribution, HJ legs in H6 configuration were less bent away 

from the plane than those in H0 configuration. The decrease in local bending at HJs 

might explain why it showed weaker undulation of individual helices (Fig. 3-16). 

This is probably because 7-BP helix segments are stiffer than 14-BP ones, and 
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therefore HJ legs can be bent less when BPs are inserted into 7-BP segments. In 

contrast, no significant changes in BP step parameters64 were observed for twisted 

structures (Fig. 3-17 and Table 3-5). Hence, it is suggested that the bundle twist is 

mainly achieved by conformational changes of HJs. 
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Figure 3-2. Twist angle variation for 6HB DNA origami structures. (A) 

Reference 6HB design. Cyan and gray colors represent VB and FB, respectively. In 

VB, cyan and yellow squares denote the straight and twisted blocks whose numbers 

and insertion or deletion configuration can be varied. (B) Representative AFM 

images of cis- and trans-conformations of 6HB and three representative twist angles, 

number of twist blocks used, and the corresponding AFM images. Monomers in the 

trans-conformation were colored in green. The arrows indicate the direction in which 

the blue flag of 6HB would rotate when the structure is deposited on a mica surface. 

A thicker arrow represents the direction of higher probability. (C) TR values 

measured experimentally and predicted by CanDo analysis. Circles represent TR 

values by counting the number of cis- and trans-conformers in all AFM images. Solid 

and dashed lines show TR variations with respect to the number of twisted blocks 

predicted by CanDo analysis with flexible and rigid crossover models, respectively. 

Positive numbers of twisted block indicate the number of insertion blocks while 
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negative ones denote that of deletion blocks. 
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Figure 3-3. Agarose gel electrophoresis results of all structures shown in Fig. 3-

2C. (A) 6HB structures in the reference and the H0 configuration with different 

numbers of insertion blocks in VB. (B) 6HB structures in the reference and the H6 

configuration with different numbers of insertion blocks in VB. (C) 6HB structures 

with different numbers of deletions blocks for both H0 and H6 configurations. L: 

1kb DNA ladder and S: Scaffold strand. 
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Figure 3-4. The CanDo analysis with flexible crossover model (left) and the 

representative AFM images (right) of 6HB structures (#1 to #3) shown in Fig. 

3-2C. Scale bars: 1 ㎛. 
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Figure 3-5. The CanDo analysis with flexible crossover model (left) and the 

representative AFM images (right) of 6HB structures (#4 to #6) shown in Fig. 

3-2C. Scale bars: 1 ㎛. 
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Figure 3-6. The CanDo analysis with flexible crossover model (left) and the 

representative AFM images (right) of 6HB structures (#7 to #9) shown in Fig. 

3-2C. Scale bars: 1 ㎛. 
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Figure 3-7. The CanDo analysis with flexible crossover model (left) and the 

representative AFM images (right) of 6HB structures (#10 to #11) shown in Fig. 

3-2C. Scale bars: 1 ㎛. 
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Figure 3-8. The CanDo analysis with flexible crossover model (left) and the 

representative AFM images (right) of 6HB structures (#12 to #14) shown in Fig. 

3-2C. Scale bars: 1 ㎛. 
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Figure 3-9. The CanDo analysis with flexible crossover model (left) and the 

representative AFM images (right) of 6HB structures (#15 to #17) shown in Fig. 

3-2C. Scale bars: 1 ㎛. 
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Figure 3-10. The CanDo analysis with flexible crossover model (left) and the 

representative AFM images (right) of 6HB structures (#18 to #19) shown in Fig. 

3-2C. Scale bars: 1 ㎛. 
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Figure 3-11. The CanDo analysis with flexible crossover model (left) and the 

representative AFM images (right) of 6HB structures (#20 to #22) shown in Fig. 

3-2C. Scale bars: 1 ㎛. 
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Figure 3-12. The CanDo analysis with flexible crossover model (left) and the 

representative AFM images (right) of 6HB structures (#23 to #25) shown in Fig. 

3-2C. Scale bars: 1 ㎛. 
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Figure 3-13. The sensitivity analysis for crossover properties on the twist rate. 

For the H0 insertion configuration, the sensitivity analysis of crossover model used 

in CanDo analysis on the twist rate varying mechanical properties of crossovers. For 

the axial stiffness, we tested three different scale factors (SF) (A) of 0.1, (B) 1, and 

(C) 10. 
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Figure 3-14. Twist rate of sixty-helix-bundle (60HB). We applied our design 

approach into 60HB provided by H. Dietz el al.49 For 60HB with right-handed twist, 

we designed six different 60HBs as well as the one in the literature by just varying 

position of inserted BPs within a 21-BP-long unit block without change of the total 

number of them within the unit block and predicted their twist rates using the refined 

CanDo. Twist rates of 60HB were varied from 5.23º to 8.22º with a mean increment 

of 0.5º. More fine control would be achievable through a smaller variation in number 

of high-strain-energy insertion. In the same way, various 60HBs with left-handed 

twist were designed and their twist rate (-6.57º ~ -4.45º) were predicted. Also, we 

confirmed that CanDo with the flexible crossover model can predict similar twist 

rates to experimental ones in the other cross-section as well as 6HB. 
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Figure 3-15. MD simulations for 6HB models. (A) Atomistic 6HB model for MD 

simulations. (B) Root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) histories (left) and the twist 

angle distributions (right). Mean twist angles of the reference, H0, and H6 

configurations are 8.8º, 36.0º, and 59.3º, respectively. (C) HJ conformational 

parameters28 from MD trajectories. Yellow circles are midpoints of two BPs in each 

helix at HJ while gray circles indicate BPs, 2-BP away from HJ. Blue arrows 

connecting these circles represent HJ legs. Cyan arrows are obtained by projecting 

HJ legs onto a plane, which is normal to an auxiliary vector ( x ). 
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Figure 3-16. Representation of mean configurations for short 6HB structures 

obtained from molecular dynamic (MD) simulations. The reference (top), the H0 

(middle) and the H6 configuration (bottom) obtained from trajectories during the last 

80 ns of all-atom MD simulations. Wires represent connections between neighboring 

centers of BPs. Gray, green and red lines correspond to DNA duplex and blue lines 

display crossovers. 
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Figure 3-17. Distributions of deviations in BP step parameters. (A) Slide, (B) 

shift, (C) rise, (D) roll, (E) tilt and (F) twist. A deviation of BP parameters represents 

how different BP parameters in 6HB is from those of DNA duplex, which were taken 

from the MD simulation31 summarized in Table 3-5. 
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Table 3-1. Unit block designs in VB. Detailed designs of unit blocks in VB of 6HB 

structures used in Fig. 3-2C. We made different torsional variants of the reference 

structure by varying the number and the type of twisted blocks. 
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Table 3-2. Monomer folding yield of all structures shown in Fig. 3-2C. The 

monomer folding yield was calculated as the intensity ratio between the leading 

monomer band and all bands. 
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Table 3-3. Detailed experimental data on TR shown in Fig. 3-2C. STD represents 

of a standard deviation of TR values obtained from each image for each structure. 
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Table 3-4. The crossover models used in CanDo analysis. The rigid crossover 

model assumes crossovers as non-deformable ones. On the other hand, the flexible 

crossover model consider its flexibility in deformation. In the flexible crossover 

model, the axial stiffness (S) of crossover is assumed to be same with that of DNA 

duplex, the scale factor for torsion (C) was referred to the values obtained from MD 

simulations used in CanDo model for lattice-free structures43 and the scale factor of 

0.2 was chosen for bending stiffness (B) to reproduce the experimental results 

obtained from 6HB with 12 insertion blocks in H0 configuration. 
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Table 3-5. The sequence-dependent mean BP step parameters used in Fig. 3-

17.31 
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3.4. Fine control over twist rate 

 

By changing the number of BPs inserted into the helix segment of high strain energy 

per unit block, various twist rates can be programmed into the structure. Here, we 

designed five additional structures with six twisted unit blocks in VB whose insertion 

configurations were varied from H1 to H5 (Fig. 3-18 and 3-19 and Table 3-6). AFM 

image analysis showed that TR values of these structures monotonically increased 

with the number of high-strain-energy insertions from 0.57 to 0.74 bounded by those 

of H0 (0.50) and H6 (0.79) configurations, demonstrating fine controllability of the 

twist rate by the proposed configurational design of mechanical perturbation. The 

CanDo predictions with the flexible crossover model agreed quite well with the 

experimental results without any further revision for model parameters. The total 

twist angle of the structure achieved with H0 to H6 configurational designs was 

ranging from 86.5º to 150.7º, corresponding to the twist rate of 14.4º to 25.1º with a 

mean increment of 1.8º per unit block, which is comparable to the tunability over the 

bending angle of DNA origami structures49, 65. It was observed that this 

configurational variation for twist control did not affect the folding yield 

significantly (Fig. 3-18B and Table 3-7). 

Further computational investigation on other insertion configurations using 

CanDo revealed that the most dominant factor for controlling the twist rate was the 

number of high-strain-energy insertions (Fig. 3-18 and 3-20). For example, while 

sixty-four (26) insertion configurations were possible in total when every helix had 

one inserted BP per unit block, only seven distinct twist rates were obtained 

corresponding to H0 to H6 configurational designs. When the number of high-strain-
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energy insertion is the same, twist rates are almost same despite different insertion 

configurations. Similar results were also obtained even if the number of inserted BPs 

that each helix can possess per unit block was increased even though overall twist 

rates and their variation were slightly increased. 

Our configurational design approach to finely modulate a twist rate can be 

easily applied to any other twisted structures with a different number of helices and 

a cross-sectional shape. To illustrate, we designed a fourteen-helix bundle (14HB) 

consisting of 24 unit blocks where a single BP was inserted into each helix per unit 

block. Axially varying insertion configurations were programmed where the number 

of high-strain-energy insertions was gradually increased by two every four unit 

blocks from H4 to H14 (Fig. 3-18D). Note that four inner helices have three adjacent 

helices unlike other ones, and therefore, there exist the 7-BP helix segments only 

when all possible crossovers form. CanDo analysis predicted that the twist angle of 

four unit blocks increased from 36.9º to 73.4º with the number of high-strain-energy 

insertions. Considering all possible insertion configurations from H4 to H14, the 

twist rate of 9.2º to 18.4º with a mean increment of 0.9º per unit block can be 

inscribed into this specific 14HB structure using the proposed method. 
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Figure 3-18. Fine control over twist rate. (A) TR variations with respect to the 

number of high-strain-energy insertions. Circles represent TR values by counting the 

number of cis- and trans-conformers in all AFM images. A solid line shows TR 

variations predicted by CanDo analysis with flexible crossover models. Cis- and 

trans-conformers are highlighted using orange and green colors, respectively, in the 

inset, modified AFM images. (B) Agarose gel electrophoresis results. Colored boxes 

are monomer structure bands and the bottom bands correspond to excessive staples. 

L and S denote 1kb DNA ladder and scaffold strand, respectively. (C) Twist rates for 

various cross-sectional distributions of insertions predicted by CanDo analysis with 

the flexible crossover model. Numbers in circles indicate the number of insertions in 

each helix per unit block. Numbers in the bracket at the bottom right corner of each 
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cross-section scheme indicate the number of all possible insertion configurations. (D) 

Demonstration of axially varying twist rate using a 14HB structure. Twist angles 

were calculated using CanDo analysis with the flexible crossover model. 
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Figure 3-19. Representative AFM images of the structures shown in Fig. 3-18A. 

Scale bars: 1 ㎛. 6HBs with 6 insertion blocks in (A) H1, (B) H2, (C) H3, (D) H4 

and (E) H5 configurations. 
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Figure 3-20. Twist rate of various cross-section in Fig. 3-1D. Applying the 

configurational design concept, we designed several variants of various cross-

sections provided in Fig. 3-1D and measured their twist rates. From these 

computational experiments, we found that twist rate variations by the number of 

high-strain-energy perturbations can be well approximated by a simple, linear 

function for a given cross-section. Therefore, the number of high-strain-energy 

perturbations required for the target twist rate of any cross-section can be obtained 

from a linear function passing the two representative configurations, those with 

number maximum and the minimum number of high-strain-energy perturbations. 

Starting from this initial guess, it would be possible to obtain a target twist rate by 

iteratively varying cross-section distribution of them.  
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Table 3-6. Detailed experimental TR data shown in Fig. 3-18A. STD represents 

of a standard deviation of TR values obtained from each image for each structure. 
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Table 3-7. Monomer folding yield of all structures shown in Fig. 3-18B. The 

monomer folding yield was calculated as the intensity ratio between the leading 

monomer band and all bands. Using six twisted blocks in VB, the insertion pattern 

of the twisted block was varied from H0 to H6 pattern. 
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3.5. Twist control assisted by mechanical relaxation using gaps 

 

While inserted or deleted BPs introduce the mechanical strains into the structure, 

gaps (short unpaired NTs) are, on the other hand, known to relieve them therein. This 

structural characteristic has been utilized, for example, to alleviate the accumulated 

strain energy in the structure designed on a square lattice57. While we showed the 

effectiveness of the configurational design of inserted or deleted BPs so far, a similar 

design approach can be employed to program mechanical relaxation into the 

structure as well.  

To demonstrate, we utilized gaps as strain-releasing structural motifs to 

locally lower the strain energy induced by inserted BPs. In practice, gaps can be 

easily introduced into the structure by replacing staple strands at nick positions with 

shorter ones (Fig. 3-21A). The level of relaxation was tuned by the gap length (the 

number of unpaired NTs in a gap) and the gap density (the number of nicks replaced 

by gaps divided by the total number of nicks per unit block).  

Six variant structures were designed and constructed by incorporating 

different gap motifs into the original twisted structure consisting of six insertion 

blocks with H0 configuration. Two gap lengths (1- and 3-NT) and three gap densities 

(1/3, 2/3, and 1) were considered. Clear monomer bands were observed in agarose 

gels (Fig. 3-22 and Table 3-8) and no significant shape distortion was found in AFM 

images (Fig. 3-23 and Table 3-9) for all structures. Higher reductions in TR value (or 

twist angle) were observed for higher gap densities and longer gap lengths (Fig. 3-

21B). The twist angle could be decreased by up to 30º when 3-NT-long gaps were 

used with full gap density as indicated by TR values reduced from 0.5 to 0.17. These 
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results suggest that incorporating the mechanical relaxation via gaps into the 

configurational design approach would further widen the controllable range of twist 

angle with fine tunability. 
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Figure 3-21. Twist control by mechanical relaxation using gaps. (A) Design 

scheme of an insertion block with gaps. Nicks are locally changed into gaps with 

different lengths by replacing staple strands at nick positions with shorter ones. (B) 

TR variations with respect to the gap density and length. All results used in Figure 

4B are obtained from experiments. 
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Figure 3-22. Agarose gel electrophoresis results of the structures shown in Fig. 

3-21B. For the 6hb using six H0 insertion blocks in VB, density and length of gaps 

are varied. L: 1kb DNA ladder and S: Scaffold strand. 
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Figure 3-23. Representative AFM images of the structures shown in Fig. 3-21B. 

Scale bars: 1 ㎛. 1-NT gap with gap densities of (A) 1/3, (B) 2/3 and (C) 1. 3-NT 

gap with gap densities of (D) 1/3, (E) 2/3 and (F) 1.  
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Table 3-8. Monomer folding yield of all structures shown in Fig. 3-22. The 

monomer folding yield was calculated as the intensity ratio between the leading 

monomer band and all bands.  
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Table 3-9. Detailed experimental TR data of the structures shown in Fig. 3-21. 

STD represents of a standard deviation of TR values obtained from each image for 

each structure.  
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3.6. Summary 

 

In summary, programming the spatial distribution of strain energy offers a versatile 

way of modulating the twist rate of DNA origami structures at a high resolution, 

thereby widening the feasible design space for twisted structures. Our 

configurational design method is cost-effective as it requires strand replacements 

locally only at the twisted unit blocks whose twist rate needs to be adjusted. While 

we utilized BP insertions/deletions and gaps for controlling the strain energy 

distribution in this study, other methods can be used alternatively including selective 

crossover removals which would locally vary the crossover spacing. The proposed 

approach can be easily extended to the design of more complex structures such as 

helical coils50 with spatially varying curvature and twist rate. Therefore, it is 

expected to be useful in constructing functional twisted structures to optimize, for 

example, the optical response of plasmonic structures11, the release kinetics of drugs 

from therapeutic structures55, or precisely modulating the orientation of molecules 

of interest together with their location. 
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Chapter 4. Mechanical stress engineering 

for shape reconfiguration 

 

4.1. Limitation in the reconfiguration mechanisms 

 

Through reactions generating geometric changes of dsDNA, the mechanical stress 

can be introduced after the self-assembly. For example, a canonical geometry of 

dsDNA can be easily perturbed through Ethidium Bromide (EtBr) binding. It showed 

its great potential as a versatile mechanical stress source enabling a reversible and 

even progressive reconfiguration of DNA origami structures. Since EtBr binding 

causes only uniform twist along an axial axis of the DNA origami structure, however, 

it is difficult to achieve bending deformation resulting in limitations in structural 

diversity of reconfigured shapes and its utility as functional nanomachines. Although 

UV light with short wave length can make similar structural changes in dsDNA51, 

the change is irreversible and spatial control of it is also difficult to achieve. 

To this end, here, we suggest a reconfiguration mechanism, called the 

homeomorphic transformation, using a topological constraint of the closed structure. 

When topologically constrained, a linking number should be conserved. This 

topological invariant property enables transformation of the torsional deformation 

into the bending one. To illustrate, we designed the six-helix-bundle (6HB) ring and 

reconfigured it into the supercoils with different crossing numbers (NSC) depending 

on the EtBr concentration introduced. Also, we found a torsional buckling occurred 

during the transition between a ring and a figure-eight shape conformations, the 
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supercoil with NSC of one. Properties of the homeomorphic transformation including 

a critical EtBr concentration for buckling transition and increase rate of crossing 

number can be adjusted by flexibility of the 6HB ring controlled through gaps, short 

unpaired nucleotides (NTs).  

 

`  
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4.2. Buckling-induced homeomorphic transformation 
 

 

Joining both ends of a linear structure makes it closed so that the free rotation of its 

ends becomes impossible. Under this topological constraint, the linking number (Lk), 

the sum of the writhe (Wr) and the twist (Tw), of the structure should be conserved 

despite any deformation applied. The invariance of Lk makes Wr and Tw coupled 

each other. Therefore, any change in either one of them is necessarily accompanied 

by change in the other. It provides a chance to reconfigure a simple two-dimensional 

structure into a complex three-dimensional one. Employing the topological property, 

here, we show a morphing mechanism of DNA origami structures, called the 

homeomorphic transformation . 

Using DNA origami method49, 66, to illustrate, we designed a closed 6HB 

ring with no twist along its axial axis (Figs. 3-1 to 3-3). Since there is no Wr and Tw 

in the 6HB ring, it has a zero Lk in its relaxed state. To alter the Tw of the 6HB ring, 

we introduced EtBr, a representative intercalating molecule. EtBr is well known to 

perturb a canonical geometry of B-form dsDNA, especially lowering a twist angle 

by 26º between neighboring base-pairs (BPs)52. Since helix segments within DNA 

origami structures are constrained by crossovers connecting adjacent helices, the 

geometrical perturbation of dsDNA induced by EtBr binding causes mechanical 

torsional stress leading to the negative (i.e., left-handed) twist of DNA origami 

structures along their axial axis53-54. While a linear structure with no topological 

constraint is simply twisted along its axial axis due to EtBr binding and its Lk would 

be decreased, a closed structure like the 6HB ring would be not only twisted but also 

bent, or writhed, to conserve the linking number after EtBr binding. The writhe 

induced by EtBr-driven twist enables the circular 6HB ring to be reconfigured into 
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various the 6HB supercoils with the same Lk, which are homeomorphic monomers 

of the 6HB ring. 
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Figure 4-1. Illustration of the homeomorphic transformation of DNA origami 

structures. The 6HB ring can be reconfigured into the 6HB plectonemic supercoil 

through torsional stress induced by intercalation of EtBr.   
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Figure 4-2. Detailed design schemes for the six-helix-bundle (6HB) ring. (A) A 

circular graph showing connectivity of staple strands. The outer, circular gray-

colored line represents a scaffold strand. The green-colored lines represent staples 

used in the curved blocks shown in (B). The black-colored lines represent staples in 

the straight blocks. The red-colored lines represent staple strands connecting both 

ends of the ring. (B) A block scheme of the 6HB ring showing. Since scaffold 

crossovers exists in the straight and the connector blocks, we do not introduce the 

inserted or the deleted base-pairs (BPs). (C) The caDNAno diagrams representing a 

scaffold routing and connectivity of staple strands for (ⅰ) the connector block, (ⅱ) the 

straight block and (ⅲ) the curved block.  
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Figure 4-3. Agarose gel electrophoresis results of the 6HB ring. A clear monomer 

band was observed in the annealed sample (6HB ring-v1). To avoid unwanted EtBr 

binding to excessive staple strands, we performed buffer exchanges five times and 

confirmed that there was no remained staple strands (6HB ring-v2). L: 1kb DNA 

ladder and S: Scaffold strand. 
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4.3. Supercoiling of the 6HB ring 

 

We explored experimentally the shape controllability of the proposed homeomorphic 

transformation method. To control reconfigured shapes of the 6HB ring whose radius 

is 61.64 nm (Fig. 4-4), we varied concentration of EtBr from 0 to 20 μM for the 6HB 

ring of 0.5 nM (Figs. 4-5A, 4-6 to 4-8). We quantified conformational shapes of 6HB 

homeomorphic monomers by measuring the average self-crossing number (NSC) of 

the 6HB monomers from the atomic force scope (AFM) images (Fig. 4-5B). For each 

EtBr concentration, we analyzed at least 400 monomers to calculate NSC. The NSC of 

each monomer was calculated by counting the number of points with relatively 

brighter pixel values representing a higher height due to self-crossing (Fig. 4-5C). 

Depending on the concentration of EtBr, we observed various 6HB homeomorphic 

monomers with different NSC, from 0 to 4. As NSC increases, a size of loops at both 

ends of them got smaller increasing their curvature. Using transmission electron 

microscope (TEM), also, we confirmed not only similar conformational shapes but 

also more detailed shapes, the separation between distant regions of the 6HB 

monomer, between neighboring self-crossing points when NSC is larger than 1 (Fig. 

4-5C). In fact, it was difficult to resolve the shapes between neighboring self-

crossing points in AFM images probably due to a relatively low resolution of AFM.  

We identified three distinct phases classified by the variation of NSC upon 

increase of EtBr concentration (Fig. 4-5A). In the first phase, contrary to our 

expectation, there was no noticeable change in NSC despite of addition of EtBr by 1 

μM and then an abrupt increase of NSC, the onset of the supercoiling of the 6HB ring, 

was observed at 1.1 μM of EtBr. In the second phase, NSC increased almost linearly 
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until EtBr concentration increased to 6 μM. The higher the EtBr concentration, the 

larger NSC was obtained. The results of the second phase were well approximated 

by a linear fit with a NSC increase of 0.47 per 1 μM of EtBr. This linear behavior 

would make it possible to predict reconfigures shapes for a given EtBr concentration 

or determine the required EtBr concentration for a target reconfigured shape. In the 

third phase, NSC was no longer increased by more than 3.20 at higher concentration 

of EtBr due to saturation effect. The saturation was probably due to a decrease in the 

binding affinity between EtBr and the 6HB monomers, which was previously 

observed.54, 67 As the EtBr concentration increased, a ratio of the 6HB monomers 

with kink increased (Fig. 4-9A). It might be because the higher the concentration of 

EtBr, the larger curvature in the loop, resulting in larger strain energy, which makes 

it easier for the local kink to occur. However, similar results were observed regardless 

of whether the kinked monomers were included in calculation of NSC. 

We confirmed that the homeomorphic reconfiguration is reversible. To this 

end, we measured NSC after adding 2 μM of EtBr and removing it by buffer 

exchange19 (Figs. 4-10 and 4-11). Results showed that only one buffer change was 

enough to turn the 6HB supercoils back to the 6HB circle. Also, NSC after adding 2 

μM of EtBr again was almost same with the one measured when EtBr was added to 

the pure 6HB ring implying that there was little EtBr left after only one buffer 

exchange.  

To confirm importance of the topological constraint, furthermore, we 

characterized an open 6HB ring by removing strands connecting both ends of the 

open 6HB ring under different EtBr concentration (Figs. 4-12 and 4-13). The open 

6HB ring was deformed even at low concentration (= 0.5 μM) of EtBr. As EtBr 
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bound, the open 6HB ring was just twisted along its axial axis leading to helical coils. 

In other words, Lk of the open 6HB ring would increase upon addition of EtBr since 

there is no constraint at both ends. As more EtBr was added, a radius and a pitch of 

the 6HB helical coil became smaller and larger, respectively. This difference in 

reconfigured shapes mode showed the importance of topological constraint in 

supercoiling and buckling transition. 
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Figure 4-4. A histogram for radius of the 6HB ring.  
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Figure 4-5. Homeomorphic transformation of the 6HB. (A) NSC values measured 

experimentally for different EtBr concentrations. Regardless of whether kinked 

monomers are included in measuring NSC, similar results were obtained. A plot of 

NSC for low concentration of EtBr is enlarged in the inset to clarify an abrupt increase 

of NSC representing torsional buckling. (B) For representative EtBr concentrations, 

summary of distribution on the 6HB homeomorphic monomers. (C) AFM (left) and 

TEM (right) images for the 6HB homeomorphic monomers with different NSC. An 

illustration of the homeomorphic transformation of DNA origami structures. 
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Figure 4-6. Representative AFM images of the 6HB ring for different EtBr 

concentrations. AFM images for samples in provided in Fig. 4-5A. Scale bars: 1 ㎛. 
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Figure 4-7. Representative AFM images of the 6HB ring for different EtBr 

concentrations. AFM images for samples in provided in Fig. 4-5A. Scale bars: 1 ㎛. 
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Figure 4-8. Representative AFM images of the 6HB ring for different EtBr 

concentrations. AFM images for samples in provided in Fig. 4-5A. Scale bars: 1 ㎛. 
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Figure 4-9. Image analysis of the 6HB monomer. (A) As the EtBr concentration 

increases, a ratio of the circular conformation decreases and also a ratio of kinked 

monomers increases, too, probably due to increased bending stress. (B) Using only 

non-kinked 6HB monomers, gyration radius (Rg) values measured experimentally 

for different EtBr concentrations. 
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Figure 4-10. Reversibility of the homeomorphic transformation.  
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Figure 4-11. Representative AFM images of the 6HB ring for reversibility test. 

AFM images for samples in provided in Fig. 4-10. Scale bars: 1 ㎛. 
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Figure 4-12. Conformations of the open 6HB ring. AFM images for the open 6HB 

circle for different EtBr concentrations. 
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Figure 4-13. Representative AFM images of the open 6HB ring for different 

EtBr concentration. AFM images for samples in provided in Fig. 4-12. Scale bars: 

1 ㎛. 
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4.4. Computational analysis of the buckling-induced 

supercoiling 

 

To understand an origin of the sudden increase in NSC of the 6HB monomer in the 

first phase (Fig. 4-5A), we simplified the problem into a dsDNA ring consisting of 

336 BPs and analyzed its configurational changes (from a circle to coils) upon 

decrease of twist angles between neighboring BPs using finite element (FE) method 

(Appendix A3).  

We found that the FE model predicted similar conformational changes to 

the ones observed in experiment. When the magnitude of decrease in θ was smaller 

than a certain critical value, ∆θC (= 0.92º/BP in the dsDNA ring), the ring structure 

maintained its circular shape with no change in both Wr and Tw and only its torsional 

strain energy increased (Figs. 4-14A and B). This implied that EtBr binding might 

cause torsional strain energy of the 6HB ring without change in Tw before EtBr 

concentration exceeded 1 μM. When the magnitude of decrease in θ exceeded the 

∆θC, however, we observed that out-of-plane displacements occurred suddenly due 

to buckling. And then a ring was progressively reconfigured into a coil with NSC = 1, 

the figure-eight shape. While the torsional strain energy decreased (Tw increased), 

also, the bending strain energy increased (Wr decreased) (Fig. 4-14B). This results 

showed that the change in twist induced by EtBr binding might be converted to Wr 

resulting in conformational changes. Although results would be quantitatively 

different due to differences in geometrical and mechanical properties, our model can 

show qualitatively similar features found in conformational changes of the 6HB ring 

providing insights for understanding the buckling transition of the 6HB ring. 
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A buckling transition of a circle occurred is known as Michell’s instability 

(Fig. 4-15).68 For the dsDNA ring, we found that a critical value of twist (NTw) for 

buckling instability predicted by the Michell’s equation (0.87 turn) is consistent with 

our FE simulation. Similarly, a value of NTw of the 6HB ring (6.14 turn) was 

calculated by the Michell’s equation using mechanical properties of the 6HB.28 For 

comparison, we performed CanDo analysis41-42 to estimate the critical twist (NTw) for 

the experimentally observed buckling instabilty. We, first, converted binding density 

of EtBr into effective twist angle changes of dsDNA in the 6HB ring assuming EtBr 

binding unwinds dsDNA by 26º. Then, we calculated three-dimensional equilibrium 

shapes of only the curved block (Fig. 4-2B) using CanDo framework41-42 and 

measured a twist rate of the 21-BP-long unit block in it for given binding density. A 

twist rate was calculated according to the literature (Appendix A1). Assuming the 

6HB ring consists of 57 curved blocks, we estimated total twist angles for given 

binding densities. Therefore, we obtained a plot for the total twist angle versus 

binding density (Fig. 4-16). Our results showed that the total twist angle is linearly 

proportional to EtBr binding density. According to the previous report53, the binding 

density of EtBr was 0.039 molecule/BP at 1 μM. Then, the estimated total twist 

would be 1.46 turn with left-handedness. However, the NTw value predicted by the 

Michell’s equation (6.14 turn) was significantly larger than the estimated one (1.46 

turn) using CanDo analysis. This implied that significant changes might occur in 

both bending and torsional rigidity due to EtBr binding69.  

The abrupt change in conformational shapes of the 6HB monomer due to 

buckling instability was observed similarly in a gyration radius (Rg) change (Fig. 4-
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9B) because supercoiling made the 6HB monomers compact. However, it was 

difficult to tell any difference between the 6HB supercoils with different NSC. 
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Figure 4-14. FE analysis on the dsDNA ring. (A) Decreasing a twist angle between 

neighboring BPs, the strain energy change was calculated. Representative conformational 

shape were visualized, together. (B) Measurement of the twist and the wirhte of the 

dsDNA ring. The twist for the dsDNA ring was calculated and the writhe was 

obtained considering that there is no linking number change. θ0 is 34.29º.  
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Figure 4-15. Prediction on the critical twist (NTw) for buckling transition. A plot 

was obtained from an analytical equation for the (NTw) that Michell provided68. The 

NTw is determined by GJ and EI, which are torsional and bending rigidity of the ring, 

respectively. According to the Michell’s equation, a torsional buckling would occur 

at NTw of 0.87 and 6.14 turn for dsDNA and 6HB, respectively.  
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Figure 4-16. Estimation on the twist induced by EtBr binding. Assuming EtBr 

binding unwinds dsDNA by 26º, we calculated effective helicity change of the 6HB 

ring and the total twist angle caused by change in the effective helicity using CanDo 

framework.  
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4.5. Reconfiguration control by local defects 

 

Mechanical stress, a driving force for the homeomorphic transformation, in DNA 

origami structures can be controlled by not only the EtBr binding, but also 

introduction of short unpaired NTs, gaps, therein. For example, recently, we showed 

that that mechanical stress caused by inserted BPs can be regulated through 

engineering local flexibility of the straight 6HB with gaps leading to a broader 

controllability on twist angle of the structure.27 A similar mechanical design 

approach can be employed to engineer reconfigured shapes of the 6HB 

homeomorphic monomers. To demonstrate, we introduced gaps in the 6HB ring as a 

structural motif to mitigate mechanical stress induced by EtBr binding (Fig. 4-17A). 

The gap can be introduced by simply replacing staple strands at nick positions with 

shorter ones. With the 3-NT-long gaps, we adjusted the level of stress relaxation by 

varying gap density (the number of nicks replaced by gaps divided by the total 

number of nicks). Two gap densities (half and full) were considered. The 6HB ring 

consists of the eight curved blocks along its axial axis (Fig. 4-2B). In case of the half 

gap density, gaps were inserted in only four of the total eight blocks at two blocks 

interval. NSC was measured for the 6HB ring with different gap densities given 

various EtBr concentration. Higher reduction in NSC was observed for the higher gap 

density (Figs. 4-17B). This higher reduction suggested that the mechanical stress 

relaxation through gaps would enable engineering homeomorphic transformation 

behaviors without change in EtBr concentration. For a given concentration, less 

mechanical stress was induced when gap motifs were introduced. Also, this leads to 

increase of the critical concentration for the buckling transition.  
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Figure 4-17. Configuration control by local defect. (A) An illustration of gap and nick 

motifs in the 6HB ring. (B) NSC values for the 6HB ring with different gap designs.   
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4.6. Summary 

 

In summary, our reconfiguration mechanism using the topological invariant property 

offers a simple, on-demand way of changing conformational shapes of the DNA 

origami structure by transforming local twist deformation into global bending 

deformations. Through relaxation of the induced mechanical stress, also, engineering 

local flexibility allows us to control characteristics of buckling transition between 

the circular and the supercoiled shapes. Integrated with stimuli-responsive motifs 

that dynamically change local flexibility, our system could be applied to 

development of mechanically reconfigurable devices responding to external cues. 

For example, a photo-responsive reversible reconfiguration could be achieved in 

combination with azobenzene-modified nucleotides70, which would be our future 

work. We expect that these dynamic systems would be utilized for dynamic 

rearrangement of functional materials enabling control of their cooperative 

behaviors like plasmonic coupling and enzyme cascade.  
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Chapter 5. Concluding remark 

 

In this thesis, we presented two design strategies for engineering mechanical stress 

to achieve the fine shape control of the DNA origami structure and the 

reconfiguration into a complex three-dimensional target configuration, respectively. 

First, the fine control over the twist rate was demonstrated by the configurational 

design of mechanical perturbations, which spatially programs distributions of 

inserted or deleted BPs and therefore controls the induced strain energy. Second, the 

reconfiguration into conformations was achieved by the homeomorphic 

transformation. It used the topological constraint to transform a twist deformation 

into bending one, which enabled reconfiguration of a simple two-dimensional 

structure to the three-dimensional supercoiled DNA origami structures. In both 

methods, local flexibility adjusted by gaps was engineered to relax mechanical stress 

for a wider shape controllability and control on a critical concentration for buckling 

transition between a circle and supercoils, respectively. We investigated the design 

parameters and the available structural shapes in both design methods by a 

comprehensive set of experiments.  

In case of static structures, conformational changes due to the mechanical 

stress were predicted by a computational shape prediction platform based on FEA. 

It accelerated the design and validation process providing insight to structural design. 

Even, it can be extended to development of an automatic design algorithm that can 

provide sequences for construction of the target 3D curves, which would be our 

future work. Since our methods are scalable and easily addressable, a number of 

promising applications are expected when the fine twist control or the continuous 
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shape transformation could enhance the performance of functional DNA origami 

structures. Examples can include a biosensor with high sensitivity, a plasmonic 

device with engineered properties, a smart drug carrier for therapeutics, and dynamic 

substrate for reorganization of functional materials. 
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Appendix 

 

A1. Calculation of twist angles of 6HB structures 

 

To compare twist angles of different 6HB structures, first, we defined cell arrays 

separated by neighboring crossover planes existing at every 7-BP-long distance in 

the honeycomb lattice (Fig. A1-1). For each cell array, six vertices are obtained by 

averaging center coordinates of BPs in each helix. They are used to define a 

representative plane of each cell, which has the smallest sum of distances between 

each vertex and the plane. For each cell array, then, a triad of unit vectors ( i , jt  | i = 

1,2,3, where j represents an index of array cells) can be defined by an auxiliary vector 

( 0, jt ) that connects vertices of helix 1 and 4 and a normal vector of the plane ( n, jt ) 

using following relations 

   3, j n, jt t      (1) 

2, j 3, j 0, jt t t      (2) 

1, j 2, j 3, jt t t      (3)  

A rotation matrix (R) between neighboring cell arrays can be calculated using a 

following relation 

j
1, j 1 2, j 1 3, j 1 1, j 2, j 3, jt t t R t t t     

   
  (4) 

Then, a quaternion ( q ) corresponding to R can be obtained as  
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 r 1 2 3q q q q q     (5) 

where 
11

j j j

r 22 33

1
q 1 R R R

2
    , j j

1 32 23

r

1
q R R

4q
  , j j

2 13 31

r

1
q R R

4q
   and 

j j

1 21 12

r

1
q R R

4q
   and j

klR  is a component of jR . Finally, The local twist angle 

between neighboring cell arrays ( ) can be finally calculated as following 

1

r2cos (q )   .  (6) 

Similarly, we measured a twist rate of a unit block by it by calculating twist angle 

between sequential, three cell arrays. And the total twist angle of a structure was 

calculated by summing twist rates of all unit blocks comprising the structure. The 

proposed method can be easily extended to other twisted DNA structures with the 

different number of helices or the different lattice. 
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Figure A1-1. Scheme for cell array definition. At every 7-BP-long distance, cell 

arrays, separated by neighboring crossover planes, are assumed. A representative 

plane of each cell was defined by averaging center coordinates of BPs in each helix. 
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A2. Relation between twist angle and trans-ratio (TR) 

 

We calculated the twist angles of folded structures using CanDo and 

converted them into TR values using a simple geometrical model53. To this end, we 

used the equation derived in the previous study by Lee. et al. (Fig. 2-14).31 In fact, it 

referred to an equation derived by Chen. et al.53 and slightly modified the equation 

to consider broader twist angles since the original equation only can be applied in 

the range of [-ᴨ, ᴨ]. Lee. et al.31 provides the equation that relates a twist angle (
0
) 

of 6hb and TR as a following equation, 

2 2 2

0 0 0

2 2 2

0

0 0 0 0

(2k ) (2k ) (2k )
exp 2exp exp

2 2 22
TR( )

2k 2k 2k
k erf 2erf erf

2 2 2 2

k

        (7) 

CB B

P Bt P

C

Lk T k T
0.7423

L k Tk L

L

 rad (8) 

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, kt is the torsiona

l stiffness of 6HB,  LC is the length of 6HB (= 293 nm) and LP is the torsional pers

istence length (= 530 nm), which was provided in the previous single molecule exp

eriment.28 
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Figure A2-1. Relation between twist angle and trans-ratio (TR). The graph, 

obtained from Equation 7, showed TR values for various torsional flexibilities and 

twist angles. When the bundle is assumed to be perfectly rigid, TR is determined 

purely by the twist angle and ranging from 0 to 1 linearly. When the bundle is 

extremely flexible, on the opposite limit, TR value becomes always 0.5 regardless 

of the twist angle. Therefore, this experimental method would be better suited for 

stiffer structures than softer ones. 
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A3. FE simulation of a coiling of a dsDNA ring  

 

Due to large displacement and buckling instability, FE simulation for a transition 

from a circle to coils poses high nonlinearity making it difficult to solve it 

successfully. To guaranee convergence of the nonlinear analysis, thus, we simplied 

the 6HB ring into a dsDNA ring consisting of 336 BPs.  

Each BP was abstracted into a node and two consecutive BPs were 

connected by a beam element. The dsDNA was assumed to be intrisically straight 

and have the regular B-DNA geometry (axial rise of 0.34 nm and helicity of 10.5 

BP/turn) with stretch modulus (S) of 1100 pN, bending rigidity (B) of 230 pN nm2, 

and torsional rigidity (C) of 460 pN nm2.  

The dsDNA ring was constructed by joining both ends of a straight line 

representing 336-BP-long dsDNAs. Unwinding of dsDNA due to EtBr binding was 

considered by making beam elements stress-free when slightly left-handed twisted 

while a straight beam with no intrinsic twist represents the regular B-DNA twist 

angle.  

To consider conformational changes of a dsDNA due to EtBr binding, a 

twist angle (θ) was decreased after forming a dsDNA ring with the regular B-DNA 

geometry. Since both ends are constrained, geometrical perturbations due to change 

in twist angle cause internal mechanical stress in the ring, which is a driving force 

for conformational changes. Decreasing a twist angle (θ) between neighboring BPs 

from 34.29º/BP to 33.32º/BP, about 3%, we calculated the equilibrium 

conformations and their strain energy (Fig. 3-10A) through nonlinear static FE 

analysis with only geometrical nonlinearity. FE analysis was performed using the in-
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house three dimensional co-rotational beam element71 codes. Since contact between 

beam elements was not taken into consideration, our analysis was performed only 

until contact occurred. 

For each step, we calculated a total twist of the dsDNA ring by summing a 

twist angle along its axial axis. Considering the invariant property of linking number 

in a closed ring, writhe can be computed as a negative values of twist.  
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국 문 초 록 

 
본 학위논문은 목표하는 정적 및 동적 형상을 지닌 DNA 오리가미 구조 

제작을 위한 기계적 응력 조절 기술에 기반한 설계방법을 제시한다. 

DNA 오리가미 나노기술은 DNA 가닥들의 자가조립 과정을 통해 

기존에 제작이 어려웠던 다양한 형상의 나노구조물을 손쉽게 만들 수 

만들 수 있다. 이를 활용해 목표 형상의 나노구조물을 만들기 위해 

다양한 설계 방법들이 제시되어 왔다. 이중 역학적 원리에 기반한 설계 

방법은 구조 내부에 의도적으로 기계적 스트레스를 발생시켜 구조의 

비틀림, 굽힘 등을 정량적으로 조절할 수 있게 만들어, 제작 가능한 

형상의 범주를 넓히는데 크게 기여하였다. 하지만 기존 방법들은 세밀한 

비틀림 형상 제어가 어렵다는 점 그리고 제한된 종류의 형상변화만이 

가능하다는 문제점으로 인해 목표 형상을 지닌 정적 혹은 동적 구조의 

제작 및 이러한 구조들의 활용에 어려움이 존재한다. 이에 해결책으로써 

본 연구는 다음과 같은 기계적 응력 조절 기술들을 제시한다. 첫째, 

구조 내 기하학적 섭동의 분포 설계 통해 DNA 오리가미 구조물의 

세밀한 비틀림 형상 조절을 위한 설계 방법을 제시한다. 이를 이용한 

구조 내 변형 에너지의 조절을 통해, 미세한 비틀림 형상 조절이 

가능해진다. 둘째, 단순한 2차원 구조물을 복잡한 3차원 형상의 

구조물로 변환시키는 형상 변환 메커니즘을 제안한다. 양끝이 이어진 

닫힌 구조가 지닌 위상학적 불변성을 이용해, 국부적 비틀림을 전역적 

굽힘 변형으로 변환시킴으로써, DNA 오리가미 구조의 슈퍼코일링 

현상을 제시한다. 이러한 기계적 응력 조절 기술들은 원하는 형상 및 

변화 움직임을 지닌 DNA 나노구조물의 설계에 활용되어 기능성 

나노구조물들의 성능을 향상시키는데 기여할 것이라고 기대된다. 

 

주요어 : DNA 오리가미, DNA 나노구조체, 기계적 응력 조절 기술, 

비틀림 형상 제어, 나노구조체의 형상 변화, 기계적 불안정성 
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